
ATTACHMENT 6 

Redlined Restated Interconnection Agreement pages 14 and Appendix 
G, First Revised Service Agreement No. 23, SDG&E FERC Electric 

Tariff, Second Revised Volume No. 11, between Calpine Corporation 
and SDG&E, and conformed Second Revised Service Agreement No. 
23, SDG&E FERC Electric Tariff, Second Revised Volume No. 11, 

reflecting proposed O&M Fixed Charge Rate  
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is a representation by SDG&E as to the economic or technical feasibility, operational capacity, or reliability of 
such facilities.  OMEC is solely responsible for economic and technical feasibility, operational capability, and 
reliability of OMEC’s Generating Facility. 

8.12 OMEC Right to Firm Transmission Rights 

In the event that the ISO or any Governmental Authority determines that the Otay Mesa-
Miguel transmission line is congested and, as a result, or for any other reason, institutes interzonal congestion 
management (or some other similar mechanism) on this line, OMEC shall receive, to the extent legally 
permissible, firm transmission (or similar) rights for any increase in the transmission capacity on the line 
created by the Interconnection Facilities pursuant to the IFA, and SDG&E hereby consents to the grant of such 
firm transmission (or similar) rights and agrees to take all steps reasonably necessary to assist OMEC in 
obtaining such firm transmission (or similar) rights. 

8.13 Obligation to Make Payments 

8.13.1 Operation and Maintenance Charge. 

Commencing with the in-service date for the Interconnection Facilities of September 1, 2008 
or such other date as may be established pursuant to the terms of the IFA (“In-Service Date”), SDG&E shall 
bill annually, and OMEC shall pay over the Term of this IA, a separate operation and maintenance charge to 
compensate SDG&E for the operation, maintenance, and applicable taxes associated with the Interconnection 
Facilities that are direct assignment facilities as described in Appendix E and not related to network upgrades 
in an amount equal to: 0.0617 annual rate the currently effective Generation Interconnection O&M Fixed 
Charge Rate set forth in Appendix XI of SDG&E’s Transmission Owner Tariff (as such rate may be modified 
from time to time)  times the following amount:  The installed Cost of the direct assignment Interconnection 
Facilities. An example calculation of the formula is attached as Appendix G.  In addition, OMEC shall pay 
SDG&E as part of the operation and maintenance charges all costs incurred by SDG&E after the In-Service 
Date associated with SDG&E’s obligations under Sections 5.1.6.1 and 5.1.6.2 of the IFA. 

8.13.2 Other Charges 

In accordance with the billing and payment procedures in Section 15, SDG&E shall issue to 
OMEC and OMEC shall pay a monthly bill for any reasonable costs that are incurred by SDG&E as set forth 
in this IA. 

8.14 Maintenance of Tax Exempt Status for Local Furnishing Bonds 

8.14.1 OMEC represents and warrants that it will comply with all applicable and lawful 
tariffs, protocols, orders, and directives of the ISO issued to protect the exclusion from gross income of interest 
on SDG&E’s Local Furnishing Bonds. 

8.14.2 SDG&E represents and OMEC agrees that monetary damages by themselves will be 
inadequate to compensate SDG&E for OMEC’s breach of its obligations under Section 8.14.1.  Based on this 
representation, OMEC agrees that SDG&E is entitled to equitable relief by way of injunction or otherwise, if it 
breaches or threatens to breach its obligations under Section 8.14. 

9. OPERATING COMMUNICATIONS AND NOTIFICATIONS

 9.1 Designated Representatives 

The Parties shall provide for operating communications through their respective designated 
representatives as follows: 

SDG&E OMEC 
 Operations Shift Supervisor Operations Manager 
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APPENDIX G 

Sample Operation and Maintenance Charge Calculation 

 Commencing on the In-Service Date for the Interconnection Facilities, Section 8.13.1 of 
the IA provides for an annual O&M charge equal to “0.0617 annual rate the currently effective 
Generation Interconnection O&M Fixed Charge Rate set forth in Appendix XI of SDG&E’s Transmission 

Owner Tariff (as such rate may be modified from time to time) times the following amount: The 
installed Cost of the direct assignment Interconnection Facilities.”  In addition, OMEC shall pay 
SDG&E after the in-service date of the Interconnection Facilities associated with SDG&E’s 
obligations under Sections 5.1.6.1 and 5.1.6.2 of the IFA. 

 

The following example using hypothetical costs illustrates how the formula would work.  
Assume the following: 

Installed Cost of the 230 kV generator tie line conductor  
within the Switchyard, and the deadend insulators    $  20,086 

 

The resulting annual O&M charge would be calculated as follows: 

 Annually:  $20,086 * 0.0617 =  $1239.31 (the currently effective Generation Interconnection 
O&M Fixed Charge Rate set forth in Appendix XI of SDG&E’s Transmission Owner Tariff (as 
such rate may be modified from time to time) 
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APPENDIX G 

Sample Operation and Maintenance Charge Calculation 

 Commencing on the In-Service Date for the Interconnection Facilities, Section 8.13.1 of 
the IA provides for an annual O&M charge equal to the currently effective Generation 
Interconnection O&M Fixed Charge Rate set forth in Appendix XI of SDG&E’s Transmission Owner 

Tariff (as such rate may be modified from time to time) times the following amount: The installed 
Cost of the direct assignment Interconnection Facilities.  In addition, OMEC shall pay SDG&E 
after the in-service date of the Interconnection Facilities associated with SDG&E’s obligations 
under Sections 5.1.6.1 and 5.1.6.2 of the IFA. 

 

The following example using hypothetical costs illustrates how the formula would work.  
Assume the following: 

Installed Cost of the 230 kV generator tie line conductor  
within the Switchyard, and the deadend insulators    $  20,086 

 

The resulting annual O&M charge would be calculated as follows: 

 Annually:  $20,086 * = (the currently effective Generation Interconnection O&M Fixed Charge 
Rate set forth in Appendix XI of SDG&E’s Transmission Owner Tariff (as such rate may be 
modified from time to time) 

 




